Training and Racing at Altitude
Racing at altitude presents a novel experience for most athletes. Due to the lack of
atmospheric pressure oxygen is not transferred as quickly as at sea level when exercising. This
results in large reductions in Vo2max or how much oxygen your body can take on board. Being
prepared for this experience is vital to success at altitude.
We will quickly review some specific points that have been empirically verified by scientific research
that will best enable you to perform well at altitude.
Several aspects to consider:
1. At 1800m the adaptation period is around 1week. For every 400m above this another week
is needed for the body to adapt.
2. Inter-individual responses- not every individual responds in the same way as the next,
meaning there are responders to altitude and non-responders. This may be partially
genetically based, but is also indicative of homeostasis (or how ‘in balance’) your body is. If
you go to altitude sick then your body will struggle under the load to recover. Thus you need
to be well rested and ready for work.
3. Going to altitude then returning to sea level, then returning to altitude after a month break
is best for optimising adaptation to altitude.
4. People who live at altitude are much better prepared than sea level dwellers owing to
chronic exposure.
5. There are aspects pertaining to pre-race taper that will best prepare you for exercise.
6. There are some dietary aspects outlined below that will assist in best preparing you for
exercise.
When tapering prerace at altitude: Performance in shorter events (*1 to 2 min) is relatively
unaffected at moderate altitude (Peronnet et al., 1991), and this fact can be utilized when training
elite athletes at altitude. To avoid a reduction in race-specific fitness, athletes should undertake a
series of shorter race-pace efforts where velocity is not compromised (or possibly enhanced due to
the reduced air density; Peronnet et al., 1991) and for which they have longer recoveries than at
sea-level to maintain speed during the entire training session. See the Table below.

Eat well at altitude: When at altitude your metabolism is increased as your body begins using
resources through adaptation. Thus diet is critical. Protein input should remain the same, but
carbohydrate and even fat can be used to increase calorie content. Carbohydrates will need to be
consumed to a larger degree than at sea-level.

Supplementation at altitude: Iron stores are important for altitude adaptation. Perhaps an iron test
prior departure is appropriate, or taking a small dose iron supplement could be indicated. Antioxidant nutrients are important to maintaining balance at altitude owing to increased oxidative
stress at altitude. Eating antioxidant rich food, or having access to a supplement is indicated. Fish Oil
supplementation can also be useful owing to blood hyper-viscosity at altitude, taken daily. Water
loss is increased due to dry inhaled air at altitude and direct and indirect solar radiation is high.
Drinking more fluid is indicated here.
On returning to altitude: If completing events separated by a return to altitude individuals that have
done so should adapt better the second time around, providing they follow the guidelines listed
above.
Non-responders of altitude adaptation will have a marked decrease in performance when at altitude
and not experience much adaptation across the period spent at altitude. Analysis of the data via a
power meter and HR correlates will best enable identification of responders and non-responders.
Bear in mind these aspects could be pertaining to genetic factors, or the ‘health (homeostasis) of the
individual when going to altitude.
Importantly being well tapered for the event is critical. I would suggest implementing the above
weeks before the event in order to be familiar with these aspects and not experiencing any gastric
upset associated with each supplement.
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Table of best tapering practice is shown below:

